Abstract. In this article, we describe the electrical tomography system for biomedical applications. Electrical tomography for pulmonology and heart monitoring is a non-invasive imaging method in which an unknown physical object is examined using electrical currents applied at the boundary. 
Introduction
This article presents system architecture for innovative imaging and signal analysis in electrical tomography based on the construction of an electrical tomograph, measurement sensors and algorithms for data analysis [1] [2] [3] . Diseases of the respiratory and circulatory systems are common today. The development of this type of diseases (both acute and chronic) is influenced by many factors, including stress and environmental pollution. Early diagnosis, as well as the possibility of continuous monitoring outside the infirmary, is unfortunately not possible. The main objective of the project is to create a tomographic system for imaging and monitoring region of interest (ROI) using the node potential map, along with the mechanism of interpretation of disease states. The system will consist of a device that records the electrical potential of cardiac function and lung ventilation [4] [5] . The system will monitor the patients' condition and support the diagnostic process in such diseases as: 
Architecture
The concept of the system is based on the creation of a tomographic system for imaging and monitoring in the field using the map of node potentials and the mechanism of interpretation of disease states. The system consists of a data storage device and an aggregating and processing engine. The aggregation and processing engine will enable aggregation, processing and inference based on the collected data. For the purpose of medical inference for the reproduction of a tomographic image, algorithms are used to identify pathological syndromes and disease entities based on the collected data. All measurement signals are transmitted to the main module. The system will enable the acquisition of measurement data electrical impedance tomography (EIT) and electrical capacitive tomography (ECT), acquisition of electrocardiographic signals, impedance acquisition, pre-processing of measurement data, calibration of measuring elements (active electrodes), transmission of measurement data and power supply of active measuring electrodes [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The main module is an integral part of the mobile measuring device. Its functionality includes: acquisition of measurement data, initial processing of measured data, calibration of active electrodes, transfer of measurement data to the web-server system and power supply of the entire system. The digital part of the main module is in progress. The analogue part will be created in the next two weeks. The block diagram of the measurement system is explained in Fig. 1 . The patient is equipped with a measuring device with a sensor system. The signals are processed in the Analog Front-End analog module. Essentially, its task is to amplify the weak signal to the level required by the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) to ensure the desired quality of the digital signal. In addition, the module should provide pre-filtering of the signal. Then the digital signal is processed by the FPGA. Its basic functions include controlling the analog switch, switching the injection / measurement function, generating the signal for excitation and reading and processing signals in parallel. The dominant solution when it comes to the electrode bearing system in EIT systems is the belt. The tape is fastened in a strictly defined position. At the moment, the measuring tape consists of two elastic belts connected together by means of the Velcro system, respectively a main belt with a width of 10 The electrodes are spread around the chest. For EIT measurements in medical applications, the electrode/skin interface is critical to achieving good results. In clinical trials, it most often uses electrodes made of silver or silver chloride. They provide excellent signal quality, but they have a serious disadvantage. To ensure good contact with the electrode and skin, use a special gel. However, it dries over time, causing a significant deterioration in the quality of the contact. Therefore, it should be replaced every few hours. In addition, the use of these electrodes usually requires patient preparation, i.e. the attachment sites must be shaved and disinfected with alcohol. The result is that these electrodes are not suitable for long-term use. In the case of our system, which is intended to monitor lung and heart function in long-term and outpatient settings, we must consider other options that will not require the use of gel while ensuring a signal quality comparable to that for Ag / AgCl. I'm talking about so-called dry electrodes. In general, dry electrodes can be divided into two groups: rigid and flexible electrodes. Rigid electrodes are usually made of metal, which provides good electrical properties, e.g. silver, aluminium, gold, titanium or stainless steel. They work well when the mounting site is attached and the patient does not move during the test. In our tomography, we must use flexible electrodes. Their main advantage is that they adapt much better to the shape of the body, and because of the greater adhesion, they reduce the impact of patient movements on the measured signal.
Image reconstruction
There are many methods to solve optimization problems [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . In our work, we rely on deterministic algorithms [20] [21] [22] [23] . Lung monitoring in unconscious intensive care patients, collecting data across the entire body boundary is impractical. The boundary area available for electrical tomography measurements is limited. Physiological processes that cause changes in the electrical conductivity of the body can be monitored using hybrid algorithms. The proposed approach consists in solving a non-linear problem inverse to the reconstruction of the EIT image in which deterministic methods have been applied.
Regularization methods
Methods based on the SVD distribution
In the case of EIT, we consider the sensitivity matrix as , the searched permittivity distribution, a as a measurement vector. In regularization methods, the SVD or GSVD distribution can be used. We are considering the distribution SVD ( Σ ) for , and distribution GSVD The parameter is supported by a curve L. The L curve determines the relationship between the solution's standard and the residual norm for the specifically selected parameter range depending on the chosen method. Variables , , , are the matrix columns respectively , , , . An example of the curve L curve is presented in Fig. 2 .
Maximum entropy method (9) min log
It can obtain the equation (10) 2 log 2 log
We get a solution
for the approximation of the function log 1 , in standardization. As before, the parameter was determined from the curve L. The weight vector was chosen as the average distance between the element and the electrodes.
Conjugate gradient method (12) , where ,
, (15) , (16) ,
, .
Reconstructions
For the presented methods, the values shown in Fig. 3 . for the heart and lungs as a linear combination of the reciprocal of the absolute value from the logarithm of the values of the values have been adopted. These values have been transformed due to the method of regularization of maximum entropy. (Fig. 5-6 ) of the sensitivity matrix lead to similar reconstructions. However, the TSVD method (Fig. 5 ) leads to the worst reconstruction. This may be due to the fact that sub-masses determined by the parameter may not meet the Picard criteria. Figure 6 presents the image reconstruction by DSVD method.
Promising reconstructions were obtained by the methods of maximum entropy (Fig. 7) and the coupled gradient (Fig. 8) . The lungs and the heart are clearly visible, but the difference between the permeability of these organs is also evident. 
Summary
The article presents an advanced system of electrical tomography for the biomedical application. The architecture of the system based on electrical tomography has been implemented. In many applications of electrical tomography, such as lung monitoring of unconscious intensive care patients, acquiring data across the entire body boundary is impractical. The boundary area available for electrical tomography measurements is limited. Physiological processes that cause changes in the electrical conductivity of the body can be monitored using hybrid algorithms. The proposed approach was based on the solution of a nonlinear inverse problem. To provide a high-level application programming interface using standard communication protocols and execute user-level programs. The platform consists of a data collection device and an aggregation and processing mechanism to generate useful information for diagnostic purposes or to pre-monitor physiological changes in the body. The deterministic algorithms based on the SVD distribution and gradient techniques for the lung and heart model were analysed. The applied algorithms of electrical reconstruction of impedance tomography solve the inverse problem with the appropriate accuracy.
